Several notions motivated by the problem of classifying objects according to their values of attributes or features were introduced and examined. We mention for example the logical kit of Semadeni [2], the information system of Pawlak, the context of Wille [3] and the probably most commonly known and applied relational database model of Codd [7] . From some points of view the above notions are equivalent or inter-translatable (see e.g. Wiweger [4], where the relation among logical kits, information systems and contexts is explained); of course there are important differences among them. (In fact small differences in the beginning can give unequal results at the end). In every of the models mentioned we have other classes of questions considered and areas of applications also do not coincide. Category theory has proved to be useful in so many areas that it should also be possible to apply it in the field of information systems, logical kits, contexts etc. In fact there exist results for logical kits and information systems using category theory, see e.g. Semadeni [2], Wiweger [4]; other results of this kind connected to a similar notion, rough sets, can be found in Bieganska [6], Obtulowicz [5] and Banerjee, Chakraborty [9] .
Our aim here is the following: we would like to define some categories related to information systems (or some subcategories of known one's), which can profit in better understanding of structuress associated to these systems. In particular we hope to obtain new insight into indiscernibility of objects, dependence of attributes and problems related to reducing the number of attributes. This note only gives introductory considerations. We suggest that it is worthwhile to develop a theory for the categories introduced in this paper and to find applications for the results obtained. In particular we hope that the tool of category theory can help to analyse situations in which we deal with information systems with incomplete, damaged or lost information. We shall be interested in questions similar to the following: assume we changed some of the values of a matrix (or information system), how does that fact influence the indiscernibility of objects and the dépendance of attributes, or determinant of the matrix?
Basic definitions
The notion of information system was introduced by Pawlak in [1] .
An information system is a quadruple (U,A,(V a ) a £A,f)
where U is a set of objects, A stands for a set of attributes, V a is a set of values for an attribute a, and / :
The function / is called the information function. Shortly the system will be denoted by (U,A,V,f ) where V = Uaevl^0·
For every set of attributes Β Ç A an indiscernibility relation Ind(B) Ç U 2 is defined in the following way: For every x,y G U lnd(B)xy iff Va G Bf (χ, a) = f(y, a).
We say that the set of attributes Β depends on the set of attributes C (denoted by C -* Β), if Ind(C) C Ind(JB).
We also recall that a set of attributes Β Ç C is a reduct of C if Ind(2?) = Ind(C) and the set Β is minimal with respect to inclusion.
A system (U,A,V,F)± 0 with one distinguished element ±o € A is called a pointed system or, more precisely, the attribute pointed system. We could define simiarly the object pointed system.
Let us observe that a monoid can be seen as a special kind of an information system: (M, M, M, *) such that + : Μ χ M -> M and m * (α * b) -(m * a) * b.
Categories of information systems
We start with the basic definition of our category: We consider as objects information systems and (structure preserving) morphisms between them. In particular we will look at (sub)categories of information systems (U, A, V, f) such that U = {ΐχ,..., x n }, A = {αχ,..., a m } and V are fixed. Now given two information systems S\ = (U, A, Vi, /i) and S2 = (Í7, A,V2, Λ), we say that τησ is a morphism from S1 to S2 iff there exists a permutation σ : {1,..., τη} {1,..., m} such that
Furthermore of course πισ should map U on U, A on A and V\ on V2 1 . Sometimes we shall say that τησ is a permutation of columns of the information system and we shall write τησ : {αΐ,.,.,α^} {a{,... ,a c m) .
Of course σ -1 gives a dual morphism. As a subclass we can also consider morphisms determined by a subset Ao Ç A and permutation morphisms πισ : A ->• A such that τησ\Αο = Ι<1^0 where is the identity on AQ. In a similar way a morphism determined by a permutation of objects is defined.
We call categories with morphisms of the first kind natural; they can also be named the permuting attributes category. We shall say that a morphism πισ preserves pointed elements in the pointed information systems (Í7, A,Vo,/o)x0 and
We shall call the category of pointed information systems (with pointed morphisms) the natural pointed category. To be more precise, we have attribute pointed and object pointed categories.
Let us finally observe that the natural category is just the category of one object set U with morphisms being permutations of U. In symbols:
The meaning of is intuitively clear. Now let us assume that the set of objects U is fixed and the sets of attributes are arbitrary. Therefore objects in this category are information
etc. We define morphisms here in the following way
This category shall be called the indiscernibility category. Having the same objects we can add some more morphisms: (U, A,V, f) ^ (ΐΙ,Α',ν', /') iff the set of attributes A depends on the set A' i.e. Ind(A) Ç Ind(^4'). The category with these morphisms shall be called dependency category.
Let us observe that we can't define a category with morphisms determined by reducts in an analogous way, because in general we shall not have identity morphisms. We may however construct a subcategory, with objects having the property of independence, that is for objects (U,A,V,f) such that it is true that for all Β C Α Β φ A -> Ind (5) where elements of Μ σ are morphisms determined by permutations of attributes, elements in Mj are determined by Ind(A) relations, morphisms in M¿ and M T are defined using respectively dependency relations and reducts. By IS^, IS,·, ISd, IS r we denote the corresponding subcategories. Note that by definition of a category, we have to add identity morphisms to the reduct morphisms to obtain IS r . Now let us describe the structure of Mor IS. We need one more definition:
CONVENTION: Sometimes instead of f\B (i.e. the restriction of / to the set Β) we shall write only /. Proof. Straightforward.
• At this point, having defined the basic category we can start developing the theory. It is not difficult to define the product and the comma category. Some simple functors like a forgetful or an inclusion functor are also easy to obtain. At present we consider natural transformations.
Natural transformations and information systems
It is often mentioned (e.g. in Lambek and Scott [8] ) that the concept of natural transformations is the key concept that necessitated the invention of category.
Many objects of interest to mathematicians may be viewed as functors from small categories to the category of Sets. When those functors are seen as objects of a category, the morphisms between two objects are precisely the natural transformations. In order to understand the structure of a mathematical objects like an information system, it is useful to see how it can be described as a functor. Moreover if we also consider only special morphisms between the structures (like the ones proposed in the previous section), we can express that information in the definition of the functor that "describes it", and (possibly) discover some properties of the structure.
Let us consider the following very small and abstract category PreSIS of figure 1 and consider a functor from PreSIS to SetpinTot-Such a functor F maps U to some finite set F(U) which we will view as a set of objects. Similarly F maps A to a finite set F(A) of attributes, V to a finite set F(V) of values and I to a finite set F(I) of informations 2 . Furthermore F maps the arrows obj,val,attr to respectively the total mappings . An incomplete information system is a system for which in general the information function is partial, i.e. for some objects some (possibly all) values of their attributes can be unknown. It is easy too see that for the information systems we defined above the information function is in general partial.
F(obj) : F(I) -> F(U), F(val) : F(I) F(V), F(attr) : F(I) -»• F(A).

Such a functor
In order to force the information system to be complete (i.e. for all ti£ UF, A € Ap fp (u,a) is defined) we have to force that F(I) coinsides with F(U) X F (A) and that the mappings F0bj and FattT coincide with respectively the first and second projection on elements of F(U) X F(A).
Consider the very small category SIS of figure 2, where we have added to the category PreSIS the product 3 of U and A -consisting of the object U X A and the projction finctions πχ and 7Γ2 and the arrow 'inf -1 which is uniquely determined by the product -plus the arrow 'inf' which is the inverse of inf -1 . It is easy to see that SIS is a (very small) category 4 . Let F : SIS -> SetFinTot be a functor then the information system S = (Uf, Vf, Ap, fp) determined by F is defined as follows:
• UF = F(U) Proof. By definition of SetpinTot the functions .F(val) and F(inf) are total, thus so is fp. m
We conclude that we may construct a category of information systems as being the functor category Setffjf Tot . If we consider the set of all functors as objects then the most natural choise of morphisms will be the set of all natural transformations between the functors from SIS to Setp¡ n Tot · We get the following (necessary) condition for a natural morphisms m = (mu, m A, my) between two information systems ( Ϊ7ι, Ai, Vi, /ι ) and
Let u e Ui, α ζ Αι, ν çVx
In order to motivate this claim consider natural transformations τ = (TI, TU, ΤΑ, TV, TUXA )
5 of information systems. The following conditions hold for r : F G (where F, G E Setfíf Xot ):
5. G(inf)7t, xA = r 7 F(inf)
G(KI)T UXA = TU F (ΠΙ)
Equations 1, 2 and 3 give the condition mentioned for morphisms. Equations 4,5,6 and 7 are due to the relation between the set of information and the set of all object-attribute pairs. It is easily seen that in this framework the three types of morphisms -for the permuting category, the indiscernability category and the dependence category -defined in section 2, do all satisfy condition (*).
We can characterize the categories of section 2 as subcategories of the functor category we defined above. We will show this for the permuting and the indiscernibility category of information systems. i.e. s maps an information element ρ earring information of an object u on attribute a to an information element q that carries information on the same object as ρ but on the permutated attribute σ(α).
A permuting category is completely characterized as being a subcategory of Setf ?f Tot satisfying VF, G3ff[f(att)s = G(att) and
where F, G are functors in Setfi® Tot and σ a permutation on G(I).
Let F be a functor in Set FinTot and let Ind be a indiscernibility relation on U. Note that Ind is an equivalence relation. Consider the set of equivalence classes Ï7/Ind and choose from each of these equivalence classes one representative u G F(U). 
